AGfll  PURARAM,
worshpped in the mystic diagram resembling the shape of a
circle described around a lotus flower, with-perfumes and other
articles of worship (38—40). The seat together with its
body and cover, should be contemplated as previously
directed, awd' over that the auspicious Chakra or a circle of
twelve radii should be imagined (41). The circle should he
imagined as having three concentric naves and two circum-
ferences, and Nature etc should be contemplated at the back
thereof (42). The siro jod should be again worshipped at
the ends of tire spokes in a twelve fold way, and the moon,
with his three fold armies and sixteen phases, should be
contemplated therein (43). Th« priest, who is the inhabitant
of that'.excellent country called the Madhyadeca^ should con-
template a lotus flower of twelve petals about the nave'of
the wheel, and in the centre thereof the effulgent energy of
the supreme being, (Powrusha Skakti) should be worship-
ped and propitiated. The god Hari should he now located1
in the image where he should be worshipped with the other
gods (44—45). The manifestations of Keshava, etc. should
be worshipped with their attendants and<z&zr#»rln due order,,
with the flowers, perfumes and other articles of worshipj
and with the mantra known as the Dv&daska ksari from the
number of letters of wfyich it is composed (46). The priest
should worship the lokepalas in due order in that circular
diagram of twelve radii, and after that the image with'
Sowers, perfumes, and other articles of worship, and the
mantra known as the Purusha sukta. Similarly the divine
pedestal should be worshipped with the mantra known as the
Srikukta% after which the sacrificial fire called V%isn&ban&l&
should be lighted up (47—48). The wise priest after having
performed the koma cerem in the fire with the mantras
peculiar to the god Vishnu, should consecrate the water
known as the water of peace (Shantyudak} and sprinkle the
same over the head of the image, after which be should'
perform the ceremony of (Banki pr&nayam] kindling

